This paper aims to apply the practical tuning procedure for fractional order proportional and integral controller (FO-PI) to two experimental platforms. The first platform is Quanser's Heat Flow Experiment (HFE) and the second platform is the Quanser's Rotary Flexible Joint (RFJ) Module. The fractional controllers in both cases have been digitally implemented using Oustaloup's recursive approximation. The second system however can also be controlled with the Fractroller which uses the novel element Fractor 1 . Practical issues are introduced and discussed and interesting experimental results are reported that could serve as sample applications of the proposed FO-PI tuning rules.
INTRODUCTION
The practical tuning method for fractional order proportional and integral controller (FO-PI / PI α ) was introduced in Part-I of * FOR SUBMISSION TO SPECIAL SESSION ON "FRACTIONAL ORDER CONTROL" ORGANIZED BY PROFS. BLAS M. VINAGRE AND VICENTE FELIU, THE THIRD SYMPOSIUM ON FRACTIONAL DERIVATIVES AND THEIR APPLICATIONS (ASME FDTA2007) AT THE 6TH ASME INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON MULTIBODY SYS-TEMS, NONLINEAR DYNAMICS AND CONTROL AT THE ASME 2007 INTERNATIONAL DESIGN ENGINEERING TECHNICAL CON-FERENCES, LAS VEGAS, NEVADA, USA, SEPTEMBER [4] [5] [6] [7] 2007 this companion paper [1] . The plant to be controlled is mainly FOPDT (first order plus delay time). The tuning is based on the optimization of at the load disturbance rejection with a constraint on the maximum or peak sensitivity M s [2, 3] . We generalized MIGO (M s constrained integral gain optimization) based controller tuning method to handle the FO-PI case, called F-MIGO, at a given fractional order α. The F-MIGO method is then used to develop tuning rules for the FOPDT class of dynamic systems. The final developed tuning rules needs only the relative dead time, τ of the FOPDT model to determine the best fractional order α and at the same time to determine the best FO-PI gains.
This paper attempts to apply these methods to some of the practical lab experiments encountered in ECE/MAE 5320 "Mechatronics" [4] , a graduate and senior level course offered at the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering at Utah State University. The course introduces the concepts of digital control techniques, hardware-in-loop (HIL) real-time control system rapid prototyping platforms and real-time operations. The two platforms used in this paper are the Heat Flow Experiment (HFE) and Rotary Flexible Joint (RFJ). The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly summarizes the FO-PI controller tuning method in the companion paper [1] . Then, Sec. 3 introduces the concepts of real-time control and hardware-inloop. Detailed descriptions of the HFE platform, system analysis, and design of a fractional controller based on the F-MIGO tuning approach are given in Sec. 4 where an extensive comparison of existing integer order solutions and fractional order solutions is made. The Rotary Flexible Joint experiments are
F-MIGO DESIGN METHOD AND PRACTICAL TUN-ING RULES -A BRIEF SUMMARY
This section gives a brief summary of the design method and tuning strategy developed in [1] . The motivation for the research was from ideas developed in [5] , where tuning rules for PI(Proportional Integral) controllers were developed for a class of systems which can be approximated with a good FOPDT model. The FOPDT model of system is identified with four parameters: K p -steady state gain, L -delay in the system, Ttime constant and τ -the relative dead time given by L/L + T . In this strategy, a set of monotonic systems were chosen and PI controllers were designed based on the MIGO design method developed in [2, 3] . Tuning rules were then developed by establishing a relationship between the controller gains (K, K i ) and FOPDT parameters (K p ,L,T ,τ) for the systems. The application of such a design method to the set of FO-PI controllers needs a generalized MIGO method such that at any given fractional order α we can obtain the controller gains. This has been developed in [1] and is called F-MIGO design method. It gives the controller gains (K, K i ), at any given α, such that the load disturbance rejection is maximized with a constraint on the sensitivity functions M s and M p . A test batch of FOPDT systems is employed such that their delays L' are chosen from the set {20, 10, 1} and τ from the set {.99, .9, .8, .7, .6, .5, .4, .3, .2, .1, .05, .01, .09} making a total of 39 systems. The F-MIGO design method was applied to each of these systems at all fractional orders in the range [0.1,1.9]. Among the orders which gave a good solution the best FO-PI (α * , K * , K * i ) was picked based on the minimum ISE criterion. Correlating the controller parameters and FOPDT parameters, the following tuning rules were developed:
(1)
Equation (1) gives the relationship between the system relative dead time, τ, and the best fractional order based on the minimum ISE criterion. Observe that the delay dominated systems require a little more than a integrator and the lag dominated systems do not need a full integrator to give a good performance. Balanced lag and delay systems may not need a fractional controller, the integer order controllers give satisfactory results. Equations (2) and (3) can be used to obtain the controller gains solely depending on the single value τ. These results reveal the dependency of the FO-PI parameters on the system dynamics, namely, τ. The subsequent sections will explain how these rules have been applied in two practical lab experiments and the benefits and shortcomings are discussed.
QUANSER REAL-TIME CONTROL BASIC COMPO-NENTS
A typical feedback control system will have the following components: the Plant, Sensors, Actuators and a Controller. In a digital real-time control application the analog controller is replaced by the digital computer (PC). They give the flexibility of changing the program according to the change in design requirements or dynamics of the system. The digital controller needs feedback from the plant in the appropriate format which is ensured by the DACB (Data Acquisition and Control Boards) provided by Quanser. A typical DACB board provided by Quanser is the MultiQ3 terminal board which has 8 analog outputs/inputs and 16 bits of digital inputs/outputs, 3 programmable timers and up to 8 encoder inputs. These boards accept the sensor signals from the plant and convert them to digital signals which is then sent back to the computer. The code which emulates the controller computes on this data and decides the next set of control signals and sends digital data to the DACB which converts it to an analog signal, sent to the actuators. All these operations are performed in real-time and this is achieved by the real-time Windows2000/XP application WinCon which runs in real-time the C code generated for the control law implemented in MAT-LAB/Simulink Real Time Workshop. WinCon has two distinct parts: WinCon Client -is the real component of the software and runs at a period specified by the user, WinCon Server -interfaces with the DACB unit and provides a graphical user interface for the user to record the signals returned from the sensors. Schematic of the real-time, hardware-in-loop configuration provided by Quanser is shown in Fig. 1 [6] .
HEAT FLOW EXPERIMENT (HFE)
The HFE apparatus provided by Quanser helps studying the conduction of heat in a duct and control of temperature at par- ticular locations along the duct. The experiment helps students understand concepts of delay, first order system modeling and design of controllers. Simple PI controllers can be designed for control as shown in the Quanser manual [6] . However, in our study, we have gone a step further. We tried to find the FOPDT models [7, 8] and used the tuning rules developed in [1] to design an FO-PI controller for carious sensor configurations.
HFE Apparatus
The HFE apparatus shown in the Fig. 2 consists of a long tube TUBE equipped with a HEATER and FAN at one end, three temperature sensors (SENSOR1, SENSOR2, SENSOR3) placed along the tube, and sealed with a VENT at the other end to allow air flow. It has an in-built power module, analog inputs for controlling the fan and heater (VF, VQ), three fast settling platinum temperature transducers that are used to measure the temperatures (T0, T1, T2). Fan speed is measured using a tachometer (SENSOR4). Copyright c 2007 by ASME 
Experimental setup
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Open Loop Response and analysis
In the open-loop experiment the fan (VF) and heater (VQ) voltages are applied in the range [0-5 Volts] and the three temperature sensors recorded. It has been observed that the heating operation takes effect only when VQ > 3VDC. Figure 4 gives the response at VF = 4V and VQ = 3, 4 & 5V. The open loop response shows an initial delay, indicating that it takes finite time for the sensors to detect the change in the temperature. In Quanser documentation a simple first order model has been derived at different settings of the fan and heater voltages. However from the openloop response it is obvious that this modeling is inadequate. A FOPDT model at a desired sensor is given by:
To explain our experiments clearly, let us introduce the following variables: Min: Temperature in ( • C) inside the tube before the experiment begins. Max: Maximum temperature in ( • C) reached after a run of 60 seconds. This is, strictly speaking, not the steady state value as the temperature is increasing. However, the rate of increase considerably slows down after 20 seconds. Table 1 indicates that the system dynamics are dependent on the value of applied inputs.
Tuning of Fractional PI α for HFE
The FOPDT model describing the heating behavior is given by Eqn. 4. Table 1 lists out the model values namely K p , L and T. However we are interested in the value of τ given in the last column. We observe that at any combination of VQ/VF the system τ < 0.1, indicating that the heating model requires a FO-PI controller of order = 0.7. Table 2 summarizes the controller gains obtained at each VQ/VF combination from the equations presented in Sec. 2. To make a worthwhile comparison the counterpart integer order PI controllers have also been designed to make a comparison with the FO-PI controllers. Table 3 summarizes the controller gains of the PI controller designed based on loop-shaping as shown in Quanser's HFE User's Manual [6] . 4 Copyright c 2007 by ASME
Control Schemes in HFE
Different control schemes can be tested in the HFE apparatus. Some schemes are listed below. The results will be presented according to the nomenclature presented below. All experiments have been performed at fixed fan voltage VF = 4V. Similar results can be obtained at other values of the fan voltage. Table 1 indicates that the system dynamics change with different combinations VQ/VF, hence it is important to have a dynamic controller whose gain values change depending on the system closed loop dynamics. This can explained as follows, when we begin heating a point along the duct from room temperature to a setpoint 30•C above room temperature we would first require VQ to be maximum, once the setpoint has been achieved however VQ should match the VF setting to maintain the temperature. This implies that the system dynamics is changing as shown in Tab. 1. Hence the controller has to be dynamic too. This can be implemented in Simulink using switch logic with appropriate decision signals. The fractional order integrator has been implemented using Oustaloup's recursive approximation [9] . The next section will give the results obtained for the HFE experiment.
Implementation of the Controller

Results
Type1, Type2 & Type3
In this scheme the controller aims to maintain the temperature at a particular sensor with feedback from the same sensor. Each of the sub figures in Fig. 4 .7.1 show the comparison between the FO-PI controllers designed using tuning strategy presented in [1] and PI controllers tuned using the loop shaping method presented in Quanser manual. Fig. 5(a) shows the control of T0 about the setpoint, the FO-PI controller shows a much lesser overshoot and faster settling time compared to its PI counterpart. The control of T2 is satisfactory however the oscillations are not removed completely as seen in Fig. 5(b) . Figure 5(c) shows the response at T3, even though the FO-PI performs better than the PI controller, the overall performance of both controllers is not satisfactory. This may be expected because T3 is farthest from the heater and also closest to the air vent. The other key feature to observe is the response during cooling, the FOPDT models explain only the heating dynamics and this makes them inadequate while cooling. However we can observe that the FO-PI shows faster recovery compared to its PI counterpart.
Type4 & Type5
These are special schemes in the HFE experiment in which we observe the robustness of the controllers to feedback variations. One of most important advantages is to find out if a system can be controlled if one or more sensors have been damaged. In this experiment it is attempted IN TABLE 2 and  TABLE 3. to control T1 or T2 with feedback from T0. Figure 6 (a) and Fig. 6 (b) reveal that even though the control is possible it is not satisfactory. Since T0 is at a much higher temperature compared to T1 or T2 it becomes very difficult for the controller to maintain a constant temperature since T0 is closest to the heater and blower and its temperature changes rapidly with slight change in the control variables. A similar response will be expected when T2 is controlled with a feedback from T1.
Type6 & Type7
These are also special cases in the HFE experiment to observe the effects of a delayed input. Since T1 and T2 are farther away from the heater and blower they take more time to heat up. When used as feedback to control T0 the results are very good. This shows that the controller is robust to delayed changes in the feedback. Similar results will be obtained when T1 is controlled with feedback from T2. These results are summarized in Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b) .
Findings
The main conclusion of this section is the application of the practical tuning rule to a system like HFE. The HFE systems can be modeled accurately with PDE's. However, this is a compli- cated task. A simple FOPDT lumped parameter model approximation of the open-loop response and application of a FO-PI controller reveal that satisfactory results can be obtained making this a useful lab experiment. The obvious better performance of the FO-PI controller over its integer order counter-part in some cases prove the necessity of fractional control and its wide applications for distributed parameter systems as also remarked in [10] .
ROTARY FLEXIBLE JOINT (RFJ)
The Rotary Flexible Joint (RFJ) is a module provided by Quanser which emulates the flexible joints seen in robotic manipulators. They can also be considered to simulate the flexibility of tendons and muscle. They are used to study vibration analysis and resonance. The system description is split into parts, the first section gives the hardware components of the RFJ and the second gives the hardware and software components of a typical RFJ experimental setup [6] . 
RFJ Platform
The RFJ module as shown in Fig. 8 consists of two separate parts. The first part is a free beam or LONG ARM which is attached to a spring at one end and the other end can be extended with the SHORT ARM and SCREWS. The end with the SPRING is used to clamp the beam onto a base or ALUMINIUM CHA-SIS with screws at the BODY ANCHOR POINT on the base and the ARM ANCHOR POINT on the arm. This way the beam is made flexible about the center of the base and the flexibility depends on the stiffness of the spring. The base is then mounted on a SRV02 SERVOMOTOR in the HIGH GEAR configuration provided by Quanser. Hence any rotation by the gears cause the base to rotate and in turn the beam oscillates while rotating due to the joint flexibility introduced by the springs. The RFJ is the actuator unit, the sensors present on the platform give feedback of the current state of the system. The sensors can be split into three types as seen in Copyright c 2007 by ASME 
Experimental Setup
The experimental setup of the RFJ platform is shown in Fig. 9 . The hardware components as seen in the figure are the RFJ, the DACB unit -MULTI PCI/Q3 Terminal Board, UPM (Universal Power Module). The UPM is used to amplify the voltage supplied to the servomotor. As seen in the figure the two encoder signals from the RFJ module are directly connected on the DACB unit. They are scaled by a factor ±2π/4096 to convert the encoder reading to radians. The speed information can also be obtained by passing their input through a derivative filter. The software component of the setup is Simulink and WinCon. Simulink is used to define the control law and WinCon runs the C code in real time.
Mathematical Model
The mathematical model as given in Quanser documentation ignores the non-linearities in the model and derives a linear state space model. The flexible joint is modeled as a fourth order system. The detailed derivation of the state space model can be found in the Quanser documentation provided with the RFJ platform [6] .The state variables chosen to define the combined model of servo motor and RFJ module is given by:
Where θ and φ are the servo gear angular displacement and arm angular deflection respectively. The servo angular velocity is given by ω =θ and the arm angular velocity is given by υ =φ. The state space model is given by:
where,K s -Linear estimate of spring stiffness, K m -Motor voltage constant V-s/rad, K g -High gear ratio, η -Total efficiency, J eq -Total inertia Kg m 2 , J arm -Arm's moment of inertia, B eqEquivalent viscous friction Nm/(rad/s), R s -Armature resistance (ohm), u -Input or Set Point in radians. The values of these parameters can be obtained from the Quanser documentation, K s depends on the position of the spring on the base to the anchor point. J arm varies with position of short arm on long arm. The control objective is to position the tip to a desired setpoint with minimal arm vibration. Hence the output is defined by the state space equation as:
F-MIGO applied to Rotary Flexible Joint Module
The control objective is to position the tip of the arm at the desired set-point. In the Quanser documentation a state feedback controller has been implemented to achieve the desired control objective. In this paper we attempt to achieve the same results with a PI α controller. The transfer function of order 4 is of the integrating type hence it cannot be approximated with a FOPDT model. The system is then analyzed with the F-MIGO design method [1] . Choosing appropriate values for the design parameters M s and M p we scan the systems for fractional order in the range [0.1 -1.9]. The best controller is then chosen based on the minimum Integrated Squared Error(ISE) / Integrated Time Absolute Error(ITAE) criterion [11] .
Choosing the best design parameters
In Sec. 2, we have seen that the tuning rules were developed with the design parameters M s = 1.4 and M p = 1.0, however here we need to first decide the value of the design parameters based on the closed loop performance. The idea is to first find a solution at α = 1, for different values of the design parameters. Table 4 summarizes the result of this procedure. The integer order controllers obtained for the various design constraint show some interesting trends. For a given value of M s change in M p affects only the K i values. As M s values increase the ISE values decrease and K values increase. A closed loop simulation of these controllers however showed that for large proportional gains there was undesired overshoot which caused oscillation in the arm, which took more time to settle down. A good design parameters was then chosen to be Type 3 systems as they had about enough gain to avoid overshoot and also their response time was faster compared to the lower types which gave very slow closed loop responses.
Scanning for the best fractional order
Once the design parameters have been decided the F-MIGO is applied at all other values of fractional order. Copyright c 2007 by ASME though solutions were obtained at α > 1, they gave closed loop systems with large overshoot and faster response resulting in oscillations, hence they have been omitted from the final analysis. Table 5 shows that as the fractional order reduces the ISE and ITAE values start falling. If ISE is chosen the best order is .4 and if ITAE is chosen the best order is .2. however we observe very little variations in the controller proportional gain between the orders -[0.4 -0.2] indicating that a good solution can be obtained anywhere within this region of fractional control without a major difference in control performance.
Summary of tuning procedure
Apply the F-MIGO method at α = 1 for different values of the design constraints M s and M p . If a solution is obtained study the closed loop performance and choose the one which is gives the best trade off between the performance requirements and ISE/ITAE values. Now scan the system again for different values of fractional order at the desired value of design constraints. Conduct a closed loop simulation and observe the performance. Build a comparison table and decide on the best controller for your system.
Simulation and Lab Results
The simulation results obtained for the closed loop response of RFJ and controllers in Tab. 5 is shown in Fig. 10 The results obtained with F-MIGO design method applied to the model provided by Quanser give good results, however it is observed that the simulation results and lab results differ in some respects. Hence it is concluded that the linear model is not adequate enough to model the system behavior. However it gives a starting solution which can be used in other complicated models of the RFJ module.
FRACTROLLER: TRUE ANALOG FRACTIONAL CONTROL 6.1 Introduction
Fractroller can be described as a Fractor enabled wide bandwidth fractional controller in a mixed analog/digital environment. Here Fractor is new kind circuit element which exhibits fractional properties. The Fractroller is used to control the RFJ module based on the results obtained in the previous section. This section will give a brief description of the Fractor, Fractroller setup, the extension of the state space model of RFJ to include non-linearities and results obtained with a true analog fractional controller.
Fractor
Fractional order operators represent memory functions over the history of some physical signal. For example, a first order integral of a state variable represents a sum over the history of the state with all points in history being weighted equally, regardless of how far in the past. A fractional order integral is also a weighted sum, but with the weights decreasing the further back in time. Because the fractional order operators are defined for all orders (positive and negative), it is possible to use a single fractional order derivative operator symbol 0 D α t , to indicate an α order derivative operation over the history from time 0 to t. A negative value of α would indicate a fractional order integral operation, that is 0
The most critical aspect of working with fractional order differential equations is to arrange the equations in proper cause and effect time ordering. That is, making sure that the memory function of past time is affecting the future evolution of the system dynamics and not trying to say that the future evolution creates the past history. This seems obvious but standard treatment of integer order differential equations can easily blur this distinction.
For physically realizable systems, the dynamics are invariably described as an integral over some activity. For example, the voltage across a fractance device is best described as the frac-
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Copyright c 2007 by ASME tional order integral of the the current through the device.
where α is −1 < α < 0 and K z is an impedance scaling constant. This is consistent with a capacitor being described as the limiting case α → −1. In integer order electronic systems the product of resistance and capacitance values determines system time constants. In fractional order systems, the time scaling used in describing the fractance is the determining property. Known digital approximation techniques for implementing fractional order operators have an effective bandwidth of three decades or less of frequency response. Many nonlinear phenomena exhibit very broad time scales, often four decades or more. To deal with these situations an analog approach was investigated. This involved using the Fractor which provides highly accurate implementation of a fractional order operator in over more than five decades. The Fractor (patent pending) circuit element is a two-lead electronic component in the category of resistor, capacitor, or inductor. Currently made by hand, the typical unit is 3.5 cm on a side and about 1.0 cm thick, as shown in Fig. 13 . These devices exhibit fractional order impedance, or "fractance", given by
where K in the impedance magnitude at a calibration frequency ω 0 = 1/τ, j = √ −1 the imaginary radix, and α is a non-integer value 0 < α < 1. The impedance phase shift, φ, is related to α by φ = −90 • × α. A typical impedance spectrum for a Fractor is shown in Fig. 14. Figure 15 shows how the Fractor can be used to create a fractional order integrator. This allows for otherwise complex control circuitry by simply replacing conventional resistors and capacitors with Fractors. The "fractance" circuit symbol was designed to give the impression of a mixture of re- sistive and capacitive attributes with the underlying impression of the generalized Warburg impedance.
Extension to State Space Representation
The state space representation was extended to include the weighted history of the states as required by the fractional calculus. This was done symbolically by a slight change to the coupling matrices. From Eqn. (6) in the state coupling matrix A, each element is represented as a pair {a ij , α ij }, where a ij is the normal multiplier and α ij represents the operator 0 D α ij t . When describing a dynamical system in state space, the history of one or more states drives the evolution of the states. In integer order terms, the change in the state vectorẋ is the result of the state coupling matrix A operating on the current state values x plus the input coupling matrix operating B on the input vector u. The component values of x are updated byẋ × dt. The output vector y is then computed from the output coupling matrix C operating on the state variables x. For integer order operations, this is equivalent to saying For fractional order systemṡ
or
where the operations are now over the entire history of x and u and α i j and β ik are in the range [0, 1].
Using combinations of these representations it is possible to simulate nonlinear effects in the A and B matrices and noninteger order operations in the feedback K matrices. A generalized feedback control scheme for the Quanser robotic arm is shown in Fig. 12 . The fraction order controller (FOC) PI α D µ is the focus of these tuning methods discussed here. The state variable feedback operation K1 is optional and will be the subject of future correspondence.
If the robot arm were described perfectly by the linear model, there would be no need for any integral term of any order in the controller. However, the arm suffers from a nonlinear dead band effect that the manufacturer refers to as a "sticky friction". The motor will not turn if the voltage (or current) falls below some value. An objective for tuning was to obtain parameters that allow for variation in the size of the dead band. Starting with a linear approximation, methods such as F-MIGO discussed above can give a good starting point.
Given the dead band, proportional control alone tends to result in an undershoot situation with the arm "sticking" short of the desired set point. Adding an integer order integral term to the controller tends to cause the arm to overshoot and get stuck past the set point. These effects are seen in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 . Note that attempts to increase the speed of response cause an unacceptable overextension of the coupling springs between the hub and arm.
Fractional Order Control
Due to the broad time scaling of the nonlinear effect; more than four decades of frequency, the tests were carried out with an analog controller implementing the control scheme of Fig. 12 . No known digital control can implement the flat phase response over this scale. Fractance devices referred to as "Fractors" (provided by Montana State University) were used to implement the fractional order integral operations in analog circuitry. This allowed comparison of P, PI, and PI α using the same physical system.
For the analysis, the B matrix was adapted to account for the dead band. The FOC matrix operating on the error value e incorporated the fractional order representation to implement the I α term. (The D µ term in the generalized FOC controller turned out to be unnecessary and was discarded).
Results and Findings
The F-MIGO method suggested a low value of the fractional order integral term. The difference among responses for orders below 0.3 were nearly indistinguishable for the linear system case. Simulations including the nonlinearity were run using the parameters for an available fractance device with order α ≈ 0.27. 
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Copyright c 2007 by ASME The overshoot predicted for the linear model actually vanished for the real system with the dead band. The simulations were confirmed in recording of the actual system response using the PI α controller with a gain magnitude for the I α of 1.8 and exponent α ≈ 0.27, as shown in Fig. 19 .
By starting with an acceptable response using the F-MIGO criteria above, the system became quite robust to the inclusion of nonlinear effects, with the performance actually improving with the increasing size of the nonlinear effect. A fractional order integral term with low exponent value tends to provide enough memory of the error value to maintain the control voltage across the motor to allow settling without overshoot. The fading memory inherent in the fractional order integral allows the control value to decay without the need for the system to overshoot to produce a change in the sign of the error value to "unwind" the integrator as would be required in an integer order system.
COMMENTS AND CONCLUSION
The aim of this paper has been successfully achieved. In the HFE module we were able to apply the practical tuning methods based on the FOPDT model of the system and obtain satisfactory results. The performance of FO-PI was compared to the integer order PI controller and it was observed that since the HFE systems have very small relative dead time they do not need a full integrator for their control. However non-linear behavior during cooling could not be controlled based on the FOPDT model. The RFJ module proved to be slightly different. Since the linear model was of integrating type we could not directly apply the tuning rules. The F-MIGO was then directly applied to analyze the system at different fractional orders. It was seen that PI controller caused large overshoot and the system needed only a small fractional order to meet the design requirements. The simulation and actual lab results showed some mis-match indicating that the linear model was unable to model the system's nonlinearities. However this approach gave a good start for analysis and design of the analog fractional controller. The Fractroller gives us an insight into the concept of memory of the fractional operator.
